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98
Score

PASS
Zokyo’s Security Team has 
concluded that this smart 
contract passes security 
qualifications to be listed on 
digital asset exchanges



This document outlines the overall security of the UNVEST smart contracts, evaluated by 
Zokyo's Blockchain Security team.

Technical Summary

The scope of this audit was to analyze and document the UNVEST smart contract codebase for 
quality, security, and correctness.

. . .
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UNVEST Contract Audit

There were no critical issues found during the audit.

Contract Status

LOW Risk

Testable Code

The testable code is 100%, which is above the industry standard of 95%.

It should be noted that this audit is not an endorsement of the reliability or effectiveness of 
the contract, rather limited to an assessment of the logic and implementation. In order to 
ensure a secure contract that’s able to withstand the Ethereum network’s fast-paced and 
rapidly changing environment, we at Zokyo recommend that the UNVEST team put in place a 
bug bounty program to encourage further and active analysis of the smart contract.
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UNVEST Contract Audit

Auditing Strategy and Techniques Applied

The Smart contract’s source code was taken from the UNVEST repository –  
https://bitbucket.org/applicature/unvest

Last commit – 
https://bitbucket.org/applicature/unvest/commits/6a2f690cdfd6c8b6cec9e6be48ca12cc21adb
de8

Requirements – 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Aygya95dg28jXgHCYshUdHEchgLZ1v1k

. . .

Throughout the review process, care was taken to ensure that the token contract:

Implements and adheres to existing Token standards appropriately and effectively;
Documentation and code comments match logic and behavior;
Distributes tokens in a manner that matches calculations;
Follows best practices in efficient use of gas, without unnecessary waste;
Uses methods safe from reentrance attacks;
Is not affected by the latest vulnerabilities;
Whether the code meets best practices in code readability, etc.

Zokyo’s Security Team has followed best practices and industry-standard techniques to verify 
the implementation of smart contracts. To do so, the code is reviewed line-by-line by our 
smart contract developers, documenting any issues as they are discovered. Part of this work 
includes writing a unit test suite using the Truffle testing framework. In summary, our 
strategies consist largely of manual collaboration between multiple team members at each 
stage of the review:

1
Due diligence in assessing the overall 
code quality of the codebase.

2
Cross-comparison with other, similar 
smart contracts by industry leaders.

3
Testing contract logic against common 
and uncommon attack vectors.

4
Thorough, manual review of the 
codebase, line-by-line.

https://bitbucket.org/applicature/unvest
https://bitbucket.org/applicature/unvest/commits/6a2f690cdfd6c8b6cec9e6be48ca12cc21adbde8
https://bitbucket.org/applicature/unvest/commits/6a2f690cdfd6c8b6cec9e6be48ca12cc21adbde8
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Aygya95dg28jXgHCYshUdHEchgLZ1v1k


Summary
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UNVEST Contract Audit

There were no critical issues found during the audit. During the audit Zokyo team has found 
some medium, low and informational issues only. All of them were resolved by the UNVEST 
team.

It is worth noting that all the mentioned findings may have an effect only in case of specific 
conditions performed by the contract owner.

Contracts are well written and structured. The findings during the audit have no impact on 
contract performance or security, so it is fully production-ready.

Despite the fact, the expected logic is managing all vestings by the owner, it should be careful 
with parameters to avoid mistakes during the vesting process.



Structure and Organization of Document
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UNVEST Contract Audit

For ease of navigation, sections are arranged from most critical to least critical. Issues are 
tagged “Resolved” or “Unresolved” depending on whether they have been fixed or addressed. 
Furthermore, the severity of each issue is written as assessed by the risk of exploitation or 
other unexpected or otherwise unsafe behavior:

The issue has minimal impact on the 
contract’s ability to operate.

Low

The issue has no impact on the contract’s 
ability to operate.

Informational

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

High

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to operate in a way that doesn’t significantly 
hinder its behavior.

Medium

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

Critical



Manual Review
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UNVEST Contract Audit

MEDIUM

Multiple use of redeemToken.transferFrom() function without verification of successful, 
contract have no control over the redeemToken implementation, it just knows it is 
implementing an interface of type IERC20, if the underlying ERC20 contract is not 
implementing allowance properly or other cases, the execution on erc20 may be unsuccessful 
but the next function from Unvest contracts will be executed: e.g. mint function.

Recommendation:
Wrap all transfer and transferFrom function calls in the unvest contract in a require().

MEDIUM

Multiple use of block.timestamp, block.timestamp can be manipulated by miners with up to 
900ms.

Recommendation:
Use block.number instead of block.timestamp and calculate time based on mined blocks, 1 
block is mined every 15 secs so 1 minute = 4 blocks and so on…

Partner response for this issue:
Because we aren't using short time durations for vesting it's safe to compare with 
block.timestamp in our case.

LOW

Smart contracts are not completely covered by NatSpec annotations: 
https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.7.4/style-guide.html

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.7.4/style-guide.html
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UNVEST Contract Audit

LOW

Function addRecipients from LiquidVestingToken could be optimized, if the length of the 
recipients array is to large, the function will revert with out of gas.

Recommendation:
Make the operations O(1).

LOW

In LiquidVestingTokenFactory contract you can set merkleRootSigner via constructor or with 
function setMerkleRootSigner() in both cases there is no check for setting it to the zero 
address.

Recommendation:
Add check for the zero address to the contract constructor and function setMerkleRootSigner().

LOW

Function createLiquidVestingToken from LiquidVestingTokenFactory could be optimized, if the 
length of the name array is to large, the function will revert with out of gas.

Recommendation:
Make the operations O(1).

Partner response for this issue:
It is better to use O(n) operations instead of O(1). This ensures the correct minting vesting 
tokens for users, owner can add the same users once again. Also with operations O(1) we 
need loops to check the amount and address from the arrays that are stored in the contract, 
which can lead to out of gas.
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UNVEST Contract Audit

LOW

In LiquidVestingTokenFactory contract you can set feeCollector via constructor or with function 
setFeeCollector() in both cases there is no check for setting it to the zero address.

Recommendation:
Add check for the zero address to the contract constructor and function setFeeCollector().

LOW

In LiquidVestingTokenFactory contract you can set fee via constructor or with function 
setFee(). In function setFee() you have additional checks that fee would not be beyond rank of 
constant values MIN_FEE and MAX_FEE and those checks are missing in constructor.

Recommendation:
Add check for fee value to the contract constructor.

LOW

In LiquidVestingTokenFactory contract in function createLiquidVestingToken you can set for 
Liquid Vesting Token any time for the activationTimestamp and redeemTimestamp. So 
redeemTimestamp can be before activationTimestamp, they both can be equal zero.

Recommendation:
Add check for the activationTimestamp and redeemTimestamp.

INFORMATIONAL

In LiquidVestingTokenFactory contract typo in variable domainSeparatop.

Recommendation:
Change variable name to the domainSeparator.
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UNVEST Contract Audit

INFORMATIONAL

In LiquidVestingTokenFactory contract you are declaring the usage of AbiEncoderV2 with 
pragma experimental ABIEncoderV2, but since solidity 0.7.4 that feature is not experimental 
anymore, 

Recommendation:
It can be easily replaced with pragma abicoder v2: 
https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.7.5/layout-of-source-files.html

INFORMATIONAL

Function redeem from LiquidVestingToken readability could be improved.

Recommendation:
Extract first require in a modifier with name onlyAfterRedeemTimestampHasPassed.

INFORMATIONAL

The contracts code does not fully respect to style imposed by the community: 
https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.7.4/style-guide.html

Recommendation:
Increase code readability by refactoring it to follow the community style standart.

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.7.5/layout-of-source-files.html
https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.7.4/style-guide.html
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Tests written by UNVEST team

The resulting code coverage (i.e., the ratio of tests-to-code) is as follows:

Code Coverage
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UNVEST Contract Audit

FILE

contracts\

LiquidVestingToken.sol

UNCOVERED LINES

All files

100.00

100.00

% STMTS

100.00

98.53

97.83

% BRANCH

98.53

100.00

100.00

% FUNCS

100.00

100.00

LiquidVestingTokenFactory.sol 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

100.00

% LINES

100.00

Contract: LiquidVestingToken

✓ cannot add merkle root if caller is not owner
✓ cannot add merkle root if signature is invalid
✓ should add merkle root correctly
✓ cannot add merkle root if root is exist
✓ cannot claim tokens if recipient is zero address
✓ cannot claim tokens if proof is invalid
✓ should claim tokens by merkle proof correctly
✓ cannot claim tokens by merkle proof if user claim twice
✓ cannot claim tokens by merkle proof if root is not added
✓ shouldn`t redeem when user claim tokens before redeem timestamp
✓ should redeem when user claim tokens after start redeem timestamp
✓ should work like in real life

Contract: LiquidVestingToken
✓ cannot initialize twice

Test Results 

Code Coverage and Test Results for all files
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UNVEST Contract Audit

✓ should initialize correctly
✓ cannot transfer before activation timestamp
✓ cannot override fee if caller is not fee collector
✓ cannot override fee if value is out of range
✓ should override fee correctly
✓ should transfer correctly
✓ should transfer correctly with overriden fee
✓ should transferFrom correctly
✓ should transferFrom correctly with overriden fee

✓ cannot redeem tokens before unlock timestamp
✓ cannot redeem tokens if recipient is zero address
✓ cannot redeem tokens if amount is 0
✓ cannot redeem more than available amount of tokens 
✓ cannot redeem more than available amount tokens if user spent some unv
✓ should redeem correctly
✓ should redeem for multi recipients correctly
✓ should redeem correctly if user claim less than want to redeem

✓ cannot claim project tokens by fee collector before allowed date
✓ cannot claim project tokens if caller is not fee collector 
✓ scould claim project tokens correctly

Contract: LiquidVestingTokenFactory
✓ cannot deploy if token implementation address is not correct
✓ cannot deploy if Merkle root signer is zero address
✓ cannot deploy if fee collector is zero address 
✓ cannot deploy if fee goes beyond rank
✓ cannot set Merkle root signer if caller is not owner
✓ cannot set Merkle root signer with zero address
✓ should set new Merkle root signer correctly
✓ cannot set fee collector if caller is not owner
✓ cannot set fee collector with zero address
✓ should set new fee collector correctly
✓ cannot set fee if caller is not fee collector
✓ cannot set fee if fee go out of range
✓ should set new fee correctly
✓ cannot create new LiquidVestingToken token if company token is zero address
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UNVEST Contract Audit

✓ cannot create new LiquidVestingToken token if arrays length are differrent
✓ cannot create new LiquidVestingToken token if activationTimestamp is more than

redeemTimestamp
✓ should create LiquidVestingToken tokens correctly

Contract: LiquidVestingToken
✓ cannot add recipient if by Airdrop type if set merkle tree

✓ cannot add recipient if recipient is zero address 
✓ cannot add recipient with 0 amount
✓ should add recipient correctly
✓ should add multi recipients correctly
✓ cannot add recipients by array with if caller is not owner
✓ cannot add recipients by array with differrent relgths 
✓ should add recipients by array correctly

58 passing (14m)



. . .

Tests written by Zokyo Security team

As part of our work assisting UNVEST in verifying the correctness of their contract code, our 
team was responsible for writing integration tests using the Truffle testing framework.

Tests were based on the functionality of the code, as well as a review of the UNVEST contract 
requirements for details about issuance amounts and how the system handles these.

The resulting code coverage (i.e., the ratio of tests-to-code) is as follows:

Code Coverage
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UNVEST Contract Audit

Test Results 

FILE

contracts\

LiquidVestingToken.sol

UNCOVERED LINES

All files

100.00

100.00

% STMTS

100.00

98.53

97.83

% BRANCH

98.53

100.00

100.00

% FUNCS

100.00

100.00

LiquidVestingTokenFactory.sol 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

100.00

% LINES

100.00

Contract: LiquidVestingTokenFactory

✓ should deploy with correct token implementation
✓ should deploy with correct merkle root signer
✓ should deploy with correct fee collector
✓ should deploy with correct fee
✓ shouldn't deploy if implementation address is not a contract
✓ shouldn't deploy if merkle root signer is zero address
✓ shouldn't deploy if fee collector is zero address 
✓ shouldn't deploy if fee is beyond rank
✓ should set new fee collector correctly
✓ shouldn't set new fee collector to the zero address
✓ should set new merkle root signer correctly
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UNVEST Contract Audit

✓ shouldn't set new merkle root signer to the zero address
✓ should return correct min fee
✓ should return correct max fee
✓ should set new fee correctly
✓ shouldn't set new fee by not the current fee collector
✓ shouldn't set new fee if fee goes beyond limit
✓ should create new LiquidVestingToken contracts correctly
✓ shouldn't create new LiquidVestingToken contracts with company token setted to the

zero address
✓ shouldn't create new LiquidVestingToken contracts with array length mismatch
✓ shouldn't create new LiquidVestingToken contracts with activation timestamp greater than

redeem timestamp

Contract: LiquidVestingToken

✓ should initialize with correct redeem Token
✓ should initialize with correct redeem Token
✓ should initialize with correct initial overridden Fee
✓ should initialize with correct activation timestamp
✓ should initialize with correct redeem timestamp
✓ should initialize with correct factory
✓ should initialize with correct recipient type 
✓ should initialize with correct domain separator

✓ should set new fee correctly
✓ shouldn't set new fee by not the fee collector
✓ shouldn't set new fee if fee goes beyond limit
✓ should add recipient correctly 
✓ shouldn't add recipient with zero address
✓ shouldn't add recipient if amount is zero
✓ should add multiple recipients correctly
✓ shouldn't add multiple recipients if length of arrays mismatch 
✓ shouldn't transfer tokens before activation timestamp
✓ should transfer tokens correctly
✓ shouldn't transfer tokens to the zero address
✓ shouldn't transfer tokens if amount exceeds balance
✓ should transfer tokens from recipient correctly
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UNVEST Contract Audit

✓ should transfer tokens if fee not overridden correctly
✓ shouldn't redeem tokens before redeem timestamp
✓ shouldn't redeem tokens for zero address
✓ shouldn't redeem if amount equal zero 
✓ shouldn't redeem if amount exceed balance
✓ should redeem tokens correctly
✓ shouldn't transfer unclaimed redeem tokens to fee collector before timestamp

for claiming
✓ shouldn't transfer unclaimed redeem tokens if caller not fee collector
✓ should transfer unclaimed redeem tokens to fee collector correctly

✓ shouldn't add recipient with wrong type
✓ shouldn't add merkle root with wrong signature
✓ should add merkle root correctly
✓ shouldn't add one merkle root twice
✓ shouldn't claim tokens for the zero address
✓ shouldn't claim tokens with wrong root index
✓ shouldn't claim tokens with wrong proof 
✓ should claim tokens with merkle proof correctly
✓ shouldn't claim tokens by one user twice

60 passing (32s)



We are grateful to have been given the opportunity to work 
with the UNVEST team.



The statements made in this document should not be 
interpreted as investment or legal advice, nor should its 
authors be held accountable for decisions made based 
on them.



Zokyo's Security Team recommends that the UNVEST team 
put in place a bug bounty program to encourage further 
analysis of the smart contract by third parties.


